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Advances in fluorescent calcium indicating dyes over the past decade have identified calcium signaling as the tool by which astrocytes
communicate among themselves and with neighboring neurons. Studies of astrocyte–neuron interactions have shown that calcium
signaling is a potent modulator of the strength of both excitatory and inhibitory synapses. The concept that astrocytes possess a mech-
anism for rapid cell communication has not been incorporated, however, into the supportive functions of astrocytes. Because many of the
classical tasks of astrocytes are linked to the blood– brain barrier, we have here examined the expression of proteins required for calcium
signaling in their vascular end-foot processes. The gap junction protein, Cx43, was expressed intensively around the vessels intercon-
necting astrocytic end-foot processes. These gap junctions permitted diffusion of Lucifer yellow, specifically along the path of glial end
feet apposed to the vessel wall. The purinergic receptors, P2Y(2) and P2Y(4), were also strongly expressed at the gliovascular interface and
colocalized with GFAP around larger vessels in cortex. Multiphoton imaging of freshly prepared brain slices loaded with Fluo-4/AM
revealed that ATP mobilized cytosolic calcium in astrocytic end feet, whereas electrical stimulation triggered calcium waves propagating
along the vessel wall. Brain endothelial cells and pericytes were physically separated from astrocytes by the basal lamina and responded
only weakly to ATP. These observations identify astrocytic end-foot processes plastered at the vessel wall as a center for purinergic
signaling. It is speculated that calcium signaling may play a role in astrocytic functions related to the blood– brain barrier, including
blood flow regulation, metabolic trafficking, and water homeostasis.
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Introduction
Astrocytes are electrically nonexcitable cells that traditionally
have been regarded as the brain’s supportive cells. The concept
that astrocytic functions were restricted to “housekeeping tasks”
was first questioned by the finding that astrocytes actively prop-
agate calcium signals (Cornell-Bell et al., 1990). Stimulation of
single astrocytes resulted in expanding waves of intracellular cal-
cium increments, which engaged �20 –100 neighboring astro-
cytes in cell cultures (Charles et al., 1991; Smith, 1992). The cal-
cium waves were readily transmitted to neighboring neurons,
suggesting that astrocytes may modulate neuronal activity (Ned-
ergaard, 1994; Parpura et al., 1994). In fact, a surge of later studies
have shown that astrocytes regulate the strength of synaptic
transmission in several different systems, including cocultures
(Araque et al., 1998), the intact retina (Newman and Zahs, 1998),
and hippocampal slices (Kang et al., 1998), and that Schwann
cells are an active component of neuromuscular junctions (Ro-
bitaille, 1998). In all of these studies, cytosolic calcium was iden-
tified as a critical factor for astrocytic activation and their active
participation in the tripartite synapse (Haydon, 2000). The ob-
servation that astrocytes possess a mechanism by which they can
activate a large number of neighboring astrocytes within a rela-

tively short time frame of seconds, however, has not been incor-
porated into the classic functions of astrocytes. For example, it is
not known whether astrocytic calcium signaling modulates met-
abolic trafficking across the blood– brain barrier (BBB) or plays a
role in local regulation of blood flow. Because many of the func-
tions of astrocytes are related to their structural organization
around the blood– brain barrier (del Zoppo and Hallenbeck,
2000), we have here asked to what extent vascular end feet are
equipped for the generation of calcium waves. Recent in vitro
work has pointed to a central role of both purinergic receptors
and the gap junction protein, Cx43, in the generation and prop-
agation of astrocytic calcium waves (Cotrina et al., 1998; Guthrie
et al., 1999; Arcuino et al., 2002). We observed that purinergic
receptors are intensively expressed by astrocytes, particularly at
their end feet. Surprisingly, Cx43 expression was also concen-
trated around large and medium-size vessels and linked individ-
ual astrocytic end-foot processes into a continuous sheet lining
the vessel wall. Multiphoton confocal imaging of acutely pre-
pared brain slices loaded with the calcium indicator, Fluo-4/AM,
revealed that the astrocytic vascular end feet responded to local
application of ATP and propagated calcium waves after focal
electrical stimulation. These observations suggest that astrocytic
calcium signaling, which has been implicated previously in astro-
cyte–neuronal communication, also is expressed at the gliovas-
cular interface. As such, it is possible that calcium signaling plays
a regulatory role in the supportive functions of astrocytes, includ-
ing local blood flow regulation and metabolic trafficking.

Materials and Methods
Immunohistochemistry. Young male Sprague Dawley rats weighing 150 –
175 mg (8 –10 weeks) were deeply anesthetized with an intraperitoneal
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injection of pentobarbital (40 mg/kg body weight). The rats were posi-
tioned at a 15° upright angle, and intracardiac perfusion was performed
using a 21 gauge Teflon catheter inserted into the aorta via the left ven-
tricle. A perfusion of 500 ml of PBS (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) with 2 ml/l
heparin (5000 U/cc heparin solution) was administered via a Master flex
pump controller with a 0.8 mm tube at a slow rate (0.3 ml/min). The
tissues were then fixed in situ by perfusion of 1 l of PBS containing 4%
paraformaldehyde administered at a rate increasing up to 7 ml/min over
a 1 hr period. The brain was removed and postfixed in 4% paraformal-
dehyde for a period of 4 hr with ensuing washes in PBS. Vibratome (TPI,
St. Louis, MO) sections of 100 –150 �m were prepared and immersed in
PBS at 4°C.

The rat brain sections were individually placed in 24-well culture
dishes and gently washed several times in 0.1 M PBS. The sections were
permeabilized and blocked with a solution of 1% L-lysine monohydro-
chloride (Sigma) in 0.1 M PBS and 100 �l Triton X-100 for 24 hr at 4°C.
Tissue sections were then incubated in a solution of primary antibody
diluted in the permeabilizing– blocking agent for a period of 72 hr: a
monoclonal antibody against GFAP (G3893, 1:100; Sigma); a polyclonal
antibody against aquaporin 4 (AQP-4) (AB3068, 1:100; Chemicon Inter-
national, Temecula, CA); a polyclonal antibody against Cx43 (71– 0700,
1:500; Zymed Laboratories, San Francisco, CA); polyclonal antibodies
against P2Y2 receptor and P2Y4 receptor (APR010 and APR006, 1:50 for
both antibodies; Alomone Labs, Jerusalem, Israel); a monoclonal anti-
body against rat endothelial cell antigen (RECA)-1 antigen (MCA970,
1:100; Serotec, Raleigh, NC); a polyclonal antibody against laminin
(L9393, 1:75; Sigma); a monoclonal antibody against desmin (M0760,
1:100; Dako, Carpinteria, CA); and a monoclonal antibody against
smooth muscle actin (128M, 1:75; BioGenex, San Ramon, CA). After
several washes in 0.1 M PBS, the secondary antibodies Cy3-goat anti-
rabbit (111–165-003; Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA) and
FITC-goat anti-mouse (F0257, Sigma) were applied at dilutions of 1:100
and 1:200, respectively, for a period of 48 hr. The reactions were com-
pleted by washing with 0.1 M PBS several times and mounting the sections
on glass slides in Slow Fade (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR). Immuno-
fluorescence was visualized using a Bio-Rad MRC1000 confocal scanning
microscope attached to an inverted microscope (IX81, Olympus, Tokyo,
Japan).

Slice preparation. Cortical slices from juvenile rats [postnatal day 15
(P15)] were prepared as described previously (Kang et al., 1998; Kang
and Nedergaard, 2000). In brief, the slices were submerged in gassed
(95% O2 and 5% CO2) ice-cold cutting solution, and 300-�m-thick
slices were cut on a Vibratome (TPI). The cutting solution contained (in
mM): 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 10 MgSO4, 5 CaCl2, 10 glucose, 26
NaHCO3, and 230 sucrose. Slices were incubated for 1 hr in artificial CSF
(aCSF) and then loaded with Fluo-4/AM (10 �M) for 1.5 hr in aCSF
containing 0.05% (w/v) Pluronic F-127 (in micrometers), and gassed
with 5% CO2 and 95% O2 at 35°C. In selected experiments, Texas Red
Dextran (40,000 kDa; 1 mM; 300 �l) was injected intracardially, imme-
diately before preparation of brain slices, to outline the vasculature
(Morris et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 1999). The slices were transferred to a
recording chamber (1.5 ml) that was perfused continuously with aCSF.
The aCSF contained (in mM): 126 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 2
MgCl2, 2 CaCl2, 10 glucose, and 26 NaHCO3, pH 7.4, when gassed with
95% O2 and 5% CO2. Whole-cell recordings were obtained by using a
Multiclamp amplifier (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA). Recording
electrodes with resistances of 3–7 � were pulled from KG-33 glass capil-
laries, using a P-97 micropipette puller (Sutter Instrument, Novato, CA).
The intracellular solution contained (in mM): 140 KCl, 2 MgCl2, 10
EGTA, 10 HEPES, pH 7.2 with KOH. Lucifer yellow CH (2 mg/ml; del-
ithium salt, Sigma L-0259) was added into the solution before recording,
and the solution was heated to 50 – 60°C to facilitate the dissolvability of
Lucifer yellow.

Astrocytes were distinguished by small, round cell bodies (�10 �m)
without visible processes under a differential interference contrast (DIC)
microscope, a high resting membrane potential (�80 mV), small input
resistance �20 M�), and the failure of depolarizing voltage steps to
evoke action potentials. ATP was applied locally by use of patch pipette
filled with 100 �M ATP in the recoding solution, pH 7.3. ATP was deliv-

ered by a Picrospitzer (General Valve, Fairfield, NJ) using a 1 sec puff
with 3– 4 psi air pressure. Focal electrical stimulation (2 sec, 100 Hz pulse
at 100 �A) was delivered by bipolar electrodes (World Precision Instru-
ments) placed on the surface of the slice.

Multiphoton laser scanning microscopy imaging. A Mai Tai laser (Spec-
traPhysics, Inc.) attached to a confocal scanning system (Fluoview,
Olympus) and an upright microscope (IX81W, Olympus) were used for
calcium imaging experiments. The calcium indicator, Fluo-4/AM (10
�M, 1.5 hr), was excited at 800 nm, and emission was collected at 530 –
580 nm. Three serial optical sections, each with a distance of 5 �m, were
collected every 1.5 sec. The serial optical sections were superimposed to
visualize more cells in the same field. After recordings, the slides were
fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 48 hr and processed for immunohis-
tochemistry as described above. Texas Red Dextran was excited at 860
nm, and emission was collected at 575– 645 nm. Lucifer yellow was ex-
cited at 850 nm, and emission was collected at 575– 645 nm.

Results
The polarized phenotype of astrocytes in situ
Astrocytes are routinely identified by their immunoreactivity
against GFAP, an intermediate filament expressed exclusively by
astrocytes in brain. GFAP labeling of vibratome slices prepared
from adult rats showed that astrocytes were evenly distributed
across cortex, each covering a territory of �30 – 80 �m (Fig. 1A).
Individual astrocytes were star shaped, with multiple branching
processes, when visualized by a monoclonal GFAP antibody. The
gradual thinning of the processes, combined with sparse contact
with neighboring astrocytes, gave rise to a highly symmetrical
organization, in which each astrocyte created its own domain, as
described originally by Ellisman and coworkers (Bushong et al.,
2002). The exception to this orderly distribution was that most, if
not all, astrocytes extended one or several processes to nearby
vessels. The GFAP� vascular processes were often of a wide di-
ameter. The tips of the vascular processes abutted into contigu-
ous end feet, which were plastered along the vessel wall (Fig. 1A).
The end feet were rounded or elongated with a mean diameter of
4 – 8 �m. GFAP was organized into two distinct patterns within
the individual end feet. Some end feet contained GFAP in a spiral
or wagon wheel configuration (Fig. 1C,D), whereas GFAP in
other end feet was organized in a parallel array of circumferential
fibers surrounding the vessel (Fig. 1E,F). These were notable for
their alignment perpendicular to the linear vector of the vessel.

GFAP� processes did not systematically cover smaller vessels
and capillaries. Occasional GFAP� processes made contact with
the walls of small vessels and capillaries. GFAP does not define the
cytoplasmic outline of astrocytes (Bushong et al., 2002), and the
full coverage of the vasculature by astrocytes was visualized by
labeling astrocytes against aquaporin-4, a member of the water
channel family expressed exclusively by astrocytes in brain
(Nielsen et al., 1997; Rash and Yasumura, 1999). Aquaporin-4
expression outlined the entire network of vessels, demonstrating
that astrocytic end feet, albeit GFAP negative, completely cover
the cerebral vasculature (Fig. 1B).

We next quantified the extent of GFAP expression of astro-
cytic end feet plastered at the vessel wall. Vibratome sections were
double labeled against laminin (polyclonal) and GFAP (mono-
clonal). The vessel area was defined by selecting areas labeled
against laminin with a fluorescence emission �10-fold higher
than baseline fluorescent using a 20� oil lens (Fig. 2A). The
percentage of GFAP staining (�10-fold baseline emission) (Fig.
2B,C) within the area selected as laminin� was quantified using
Metamorph (Universal Imaging, West Chester, PA). On the basis
of laminin labeling, the vessels were categorized into three
groups: large (�16 �m), medium (8 –16 �m), and small (� 8
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�m). The analysis revealed that larger and medium-size vessels
were mostly covered by GFAP� astrocytic processes, whereas
GFAP labeling surrounding small vessels did not differ signifi-
cantly from the percentage of GFAP labeling outside the vascula-
ture (non-vessel) (Fig. 2D). A similar pattern of GFAP-positive
astrocytic processes apposed to larger vessels and GFAP-negative
processes around small vessels was noted in hippocampal slices.

Gap junction plaques link astrocytic end feet
Cx43 is recognized as the primary astrocytic gap junction protein
(Dermietzel et al., 1991; Giaume et al., 1991). In cultured astro-
cytes, Cx43 organizes into gap junction plaques that are distrib-
uted evenly in areas of cell– cell contact. In the cortex of adult rats,
we found that Cx43 immunoreactivity was intensively present
around large and medium-size vessels (Fig. 3A) (Yamamoto et
al., 1990). In general, the Cx43 immunoreactive plaques sur-
rounding vessels were large, �2–5 �m in diameter, and often
organized in a “spider web-like” pattern around the vessels, de-
lineating the areas of contact between the contiguous end feet
(Fig. 3A,B). Within the brain parenchyma, e.g., outside the vessel
wall, Cx43 immunoreactivity was evenly distributed in smaller
plaques (�1 �m) lacking an apparent pattern of organization.
Cx43-positive plaques were strictly colocalized with GFAP

around larger vessels and appeared to
physically link astrocytic end feet in a con-
tinuous sheet plastered around the vessel
wall (Fig. 3B,C). In contrast, Cx43-
immunoreactive punctation was not ob-
served in endothelial cells (Fig. 3F). Endo-
thelial cells were identified either by an
antibody directed against RECA (Fig. 3F)
(Duijvestijn et al., 1992) or by labeling
against the glucose transporter, GLU-1
(data not shown) (Simpson et al., 2001). In
either case, Cx43-positive plaques were lo-
calized outside the endothelial cells. Endo-
thelial cells in peripheral tissue express
Cx43 in regions that experience turbulent
shear stress from disturbed blood flow or
in response to mechanical stress or injury
(Gabriels and Paul, 1998; Hong and Hill,
1998), but such a pattern of expression was
not observed in brain. Meninges also dis-
played abundant expression of Cx43 in ac-
cordance with earlier reports (Fig. 3D,E)
(Grafstein et al., 2000).

To establish whether gap junctions in-
terconnecting astrocytic end feet are func-
tional, we next used multiphoton laser
scanning microscopy microscopy to ana-
lyze the diffusion of Lucifer yellow [molec-
ular weight (MW) 443] in freshly prepared
cortical slices. Acute slices were prepared
from P15 rat pups, and astrocytes close to
the vasculature, often with an end-foot
process visible under DIC optics, were
filled with Lucifer yellow by a patch pipette
(Fig. 4). The failure to fire action potentials
of the Lucifer yellow-filled cell in Figure
3A and the low input resistance are typical
for astrocytes. In 8 of 20 experiments, Lu-
cifer yellow diffused from end foot to end
foot along the vessel wall, demonstrating

that the Cx43-immunoreactive plaques depicted in Figure 3 are
functional, e.g., allowing free exchange of a gap junction-
permeable indicator. Similar observations originally reported in
Zahs and Newman (1997) demonstrated extensive diffusion of
Neurobiotin between astrocytes. Combined, these studies sug-
gest that the vascular end feet are interconnected by an extensive
array of open gap junctions and that this coupling may allow the
end feet to act as a functional unit.

Purinergic P2Y receptors preferentially expressed by
astrocytic end feet
Several lines of recent studies have identified nucleotides and
purinergic signaling as key mediators of astrocytic calcium waves
in cultures (Cotrina et al., 1998; Guthrie et al., 1999; Arcuino et
al., 2002). Astrocytes express P2Y(1), P2Y(2), P2Y(4), and the
ionotropic P2X(7) receptor in cultures (John et al., 1999; Jimenez
et al., 2000), as well as acutely isolated from rat hippocampus
(Zhu and Kimelberg, 2001). Surprisingly, we found that most
immunoreactivity against both the P2Y(2) and P2Y(4) receptors
was colocalized with GFAP in perivascular astrocytes (Figs. 5, 6).
The P2Y(2) and P2Y(4) labeling was intense around large and
medium-size vessels, but small capillary size vessels were also
immunoreactive (Figs. 5, 6). Minimal P2Y(2) and P2Y(4) immu-

Figure 1. Not all vascular astrocytic end-foot processes are GFAP positive. A, GFAP immunolabeling of astrocytes in cortex.
Individual astrocytes are star-shaped and distributed symmetrically, with minimal contact with neighboring astrocytes. Vascular
processes differ from other processes by being straight, unbranched, and of wide diameter (red arrowheads). The surfaces of large
to medium-size vessels were densely covered by GFAP� astrocytic end feet. Inset, An astrocyte with two vascular processes. B,
Double immunolabeling of AQP-4 (red) and GFAP (green). Aquaporin-4 immunolabeling reveals that the entire network of
vessels, including capillaries, is covered by astrocytic processes, albeit GFAP negative. Smaller vessels and capillaries are mostly
GFAP negative but display intense labeling against the astrocyte-specific channel AQP-4. The AQP-4 labeling reveals continuous
coverage by astrocytic end feet. C–F, Examples of organization of GFAP in astrocytic end feet around larger vessels. C and D display
examples of wagon-wheel or rosette formation of GFAP filaments in the vascular end feet, whereas E and F are examples on
parallel arrays running perpendicular to the length of the vessel. C and E are double labeled against GFAP (green) and AQP-4 (red),
whereas D and F are stained against GFAP only. Scale bar: inset, 40 �m; A, 10 �m; B, 60 �m; C, E, 5 �m; D, F, 30 �m.
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noreactivity was evident outside the vessels, and endothelial cells
were not immunoreactive, e.g., did not express P2Y(2) or P2Y(4)
receptors (Figs. 4C,E, 5D,E). Thus, the overall distribution of
immunoreactivity against P2Y(2) and P2Y(4) was similar to
Cx43-positive plaques, e.g., numerous intensely stained puncta
of large size surrounded vessels, whereas smaller and weaker
stained puncta were scattered outside the vessels. Unlike the spi-
der web pattern of Cx43 expression, however, the P2Y2 and P2Y4
receptors appear diffusely distributed throughout the end-foot
surface membrane. P2Y(1) immunoreactivity was weak in adult
rat brain, consistent with the observation that P2Y(1) expression
is downregulated during development (data not shown) (Zhu
and Kimelberg, 2001). A commercial antibody directed against
P2X(7) receptors gave rise to an inconsistent and unspecific pat-
tern of staining (data not shown).

The basal lamina separates astrocytes, endothelial cells,
and pericytes
The basal lamina is a membrane composed of type IV collagen,
fibronectin, and laminin interposed between endothelial cells
and astrocytic end feet (Fig. 7A,B) (del Zoppo and Hallenbeck,
2000). Using a polyclonal antibody directed against laminin, it
was noted that the basal lamina was composed of two mem-
branes. A thick intensively stained membrane faced the astrocytic
foot processes, whereas a thinner membrane faced the endothe-
lial cell layer. Characteristically, the inner membrane contained

“pockets,” frequently in the shape of tunnels running perpendic-
ular to the length of the vessel (Fig. 7A, arrows). The two mem-
branes were often separated, likely an artifact produced during
the slide preparation, suggesting that the membranes were only
loosely attached to each other. The pockets of the inner mem-
brane of the basal lamina contained desmin-positive pericytes–
smooth muscle cells (Fig. 7C) (Diaz-Flores et al., 1991; Nakano et
al., 2000). The pericytes are elongated cells forming a fibrous
network surrounding larger vessels (Fig. 7D). An antibody di-
rected against smooth muscle �-actin outlined with high speci-
ficity the localization of pericytes–smooth muscle cells (Fig. 7E).
Most of the desmin or smooth muscle �-actin-positive cells were
localized around the major vessels and observed only infre-
quently in capillaries. Pericytes–smooth muscle cells were em-
bedded in the inner membrane of basal lamina and thereby sep-
arated from the endothelial cell layer, whereas both layers of the
basal lamina separated endothelial cells from astrocytes. The re-
sult was that all three cell types in the blood– brain barrier (endo-
thelial cells, pericytes, and astrocytes) were physically separated
from each other. Thus, it is unlikely that a heterotypic gap junc-
tion between different cells types can be established within the
blood– brain barrier.

Figure 2. Quantification of GFAP expression in astrocytic end feet plastered at the vessel
wall. A–C, Double immunostaining against laminin ( A) and GFAP ( B) and overlay ( C) of laminin
(red) and GFAP (green) in cortex. Scale bar, 20 �m. D, Quantification of GFAP expression along
the vasculature as a function of the vessel size. Approximately 70% of the vessel wall of larger
(�16 �m; yellow arrow) and medium-size (8 –16 �m; red arrow) vessels were covered by
GFAP� astrocytic end feet. In contrast, only 19 � 2% of astrocytic processes in contact with
small vessels (�8 �m; green arrow) were GFAP�. This percentage of GFAP expression around
small vessels did not differ significantly from the percentage of GFAP expression outside the
vessel wall (13 � 2% non-vessel; p � 0.33; unpaired t test). *p � 0.0001; unpaired t test; n �
10 slices.

Figure 3. Cx43 gap junction plaques are localized primarily around vessels and connect the
end feet of astrocytes. A, Double immunolabeling against GFAP (white) and Cx43 (red). Cx43-
immunoreactive plaques formed a spider web pattern around a medium-size vessel. Inset,
High-power image illustrating the distribution of Cx43-immunoreactive plaques around an
astrocytic foot process. B, C, Double immunolabeling against Cx43 ( B) and GFAP. Large Cx43-
immunoreactive plaques interconnect astrocytic GFAP-positive end feet. D, E, Intense Cx43
immunoreactivity in pia and penetrating vessels in cortex; labeling against Cx43 (D, red) and
GFAP (E, white). F, Cx43 immunolabeling (red) does not colocalize with an endothelial cell
marker, rat endothelial cell antigen (RECA; white); rather, Cx43 is localized outside the RECA-
positive cells, consistent with the coexpression of Cx43 and GFAP in astrocytes. Scale bar: inset,
15 �m; A, 4 �m; B, C, 50 �m; D, E, 120 �m; F, 40 �m.
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Astrocytes respond in a coordinated pattern to
purinergic agonists
To establish whether the purinergic receptors identified in the
gliovascular interface were functional, we next loaded freshly pre-
pared cortical slices (P15) with the calcium indicator Fluo-4/AM

and visualized dynamic changes in cytosolic calcium using mul-
tiphoton excitation (800 nm). Astrocytes preferentially load with
calcium indicators in slices prepared from rats older than P10
(Kang et al., 1998; Kang and Nedergaard, 2000), and with mul-
tiphoton excitation it was possible to image intact vessels local-
ized 60 –120 �m below the surface.

To identify the vessels, Texas Red Dextran (MW 200 kDa) was
injected intracardially immediately before preparation of brain
slices (Morris et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 1999). The Texas Red
Dextran clearly outlined the entire network of vessels and at 860
nm excitation could be separated from the Fluo-4/AM signal by
use of appropriate emission bandpass filters (see Materials and
Methods).

During resting conditions, astrocytes displayed low and stable
levels of cytosolic calcium (Fig. 8B). After local puffing of ATP
(100 �M) in the presence of TTX (1 �M), robust increases in
cytosolic calcium levels were observed. Characteristically, both
the astrocytic cell bodies and their vascular processes responded
to ATP. Frequently, the vascular processes first became visible
after addition of ATP, because of their low baseline levels of cal-
cium. The increase in cytosolic calcium concentrations in the
astrocytic end-foot processes was uniform, and it was not possi-
ble to distinguish the individual processes from each other (Fig.
8B). Cytosolic calcium levels remained high in the end feet plas-
tered at the vessel wall for several minutes after washout of the
ATP. In contrast, calcium levels normalized faster in the astro-
cytic cell body, resulting in long-lasting outlining of the vascula-
ture by the astrocyte foot processes with high calcium. Labeling
against GFAP positively identified almost all cells responding to
ATP as astrocytes (Fig. 8A).

Electrical field stimulation was next used to analyze whether
astrocytes can support the propagation of calcium waves in situ
(Fig. 8C). Stimulation of astrocytic calcium signaling by electrical
field stimulation in the presence of TTX resulted in calcium

Figure 4. Functional coupling of astrocytic end feet visualized by diffusion of Lucifer yellow.
A, An astrocyte filled with the gap junction-permeable indicator Lucifer yellow in a freshly
prepared cortical slice. Lucifer yellow diffused preferentially along the vessel wall. Red arrow-
head indicates Lucifer yellow-filled pipette; yellow arrowheads indicate vessel wall. Current
injection failed to evoke action potentials (bottom panel). B, Another example of intercellular
diffusion of Lucifer yellow along the vessel wall. An astrocyte was filled with Lucifer yellow by a
patch electrode (red arrowhead), resulting in extensive intercellular diffusion into neighboring
astrocytes and an outlining of their processes plastered around a vessel. Inset, After multipho-
ton imaging, the slice was fixed and visualized under DIC optics and fluorescence microscopy to
depict the position of the Lucifer yellow-filled astrocyte (red arrow-head) in relation to the
vessel (yellow arrowhead).

Figure 5. P2Y(2) is expressed at the gliovascular interface by astrocytic end feet. A, B, P2Y(2)
immunoreactivity around a large vessel (A, red) and GFAP expression in the same field (B,
white). C, Double immunoreactivity against P2Y(2) (red) and RECA (white). P2Y immunoreac-
tivity is localized around the RECA-positive endothelial cells. D, Cross section of a GFAP-positive
vessel counterstained against P2Y(2) receptors showing colocalization (red). E, In comparison,
P2Y(2) expression (red) is localized outside the endothelial cell layer (RECA; white) in another
cross section. Scale bar: A, B, 20 �m; C, 35 �m; D, E, 40 �m.
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waves, which often clearly migrated along the vascular end feet
plastered at the vessel wall. In a total of 63 experiments using
electrical stimulation, we found that 37 (58%) of the waves prop-
agated along the vessel wall. Propagation along the vessel wall was
defined as sequential calcium increases, which migrated a mini-
mal distance of 60 �m along the linear vector of the vessel.

Combined, these observations demonstrate that purinergic
receptors on astrocytes are functional, that their activation results
in a marked and long-lasting mobilization of cytosolic calcium,
and that electrical stimulation can trigger calcium waves that
sequentially engage astrocytes in acute slice.

Discussion
The key finding of this study is that the proteins known to be
essential for intercellular calcium signaling are expressed pre-
dominantly by perivascular astrocytic end feet facing the vessel
wall. Specifically, the purinergic receptors P2Y(2) and P2Y(4)
and gap junctions composed of Cx43 were abundantly present in
astrocytic end feet (Figs. 3, 5, 6). ATP potently mobilized in-

creases in cytosolic calcium levels of astrocytes (Fig. 8). In most
experiments it was not possible to outline single processes on the
basis of calcium imaging, and the extensive network of gap junc-
tions interconnecting the end feet plastered at the vessel wall may
couple the processes into a functional unit. Focal electrical stim-
ulation triggered calcium waves, which often propagated along
the vessel wall (Fig. 8).

Golgi noted as early as in 1885 that astrocytes frequently make
contact with blood vessels. The existence of a blood– brain barrier
was later recognized by the ability of the brain to exclude dyes
injected into the general circulation (for review, see Wolburg and
Risau, 1995). Numerous studies have since confirmed that the
BBB excludes neuroactive substances and thereby maintains an
environment optimal for synaptic transmission (Grant et al.,
1998; Pardridge, 1999). Virtually all substances are excluded by
the BBB, with the exception of small lipophilic compounds and

Figure 6. P2Y(4) immunolabeling is strongly coexpressed with GFAP in astrocytic processes.
A, Double immunolabeling against P2Y(4) (red) and GFAP (white) in cortex. Penetrating larger
GFAP� vessels display intense labeling against the P2Y(4) receptor. B, Transverse section of
larger vessels displaying colocalization of the P2Y(4) receptors and GFAP. C, High magnification
of B. D, E, Double immunolabeling against P2Y(4) and RECA. The P2Y(4) immunolabeling is
localized outside the endothelial cell layer consistent with its expression in astrocytes. Scale bar:
A, 100 �m; B, 15 �m; C, E, 10 �m; D, 30 �m.

Figure 7. The basal lamina physically separates all three cell types of the blood– brain bar-
rier. A, Double immunolabeling against laminin (white) and RECA (red) of a large cortical vessel.
The basal lamina consists of an outer thick lamina intensively immunoreactive for laminin and
an inner lamina that displays weaker staining for laminin. The inner lamina contains pockets,
which often are shaped as tunnels running perpendicular to the length of the vessel (white
arrows). Inset, High-power image of a laminin-stained vessel wall illustrating the two laminas.
B, Large vessel stained against laminin (white) and GFAP (green). GFAP-positive astrocytic end
feet cover the basal lamina. C, Desmin-positive pericytes (red) are localized in pockets of the
basal lamina (laminin; white). D, High-power view of desmin-positive pericytes. E, An antibody
directed against actin smooth muscle (pericyte specific) demonstrates that only large vessels
are surrounded by pericytes. Pericytes are absent from the capillary wall, and only weak expres-
sion is observed in medium-size vessels (white arrows). Scale bar: A, 20 �m; B, 30 �m; C, 20
�m; D, 40 �m; E, 100 �m.
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substrates for which transport systems exist (Drewes, 1999). The
BBB is an endothelial barrier constructed by an extensive net-
work of endothelial tight junctions (Kniesel and Wolburg, 2000).
The role of astrocytes in the BBB is less defined, because they are
physically separated from the endothelial cells by the basal lamina
and do not contribute directly to the physical barrier. Several
lines of evidence have suggested that the role of astrocytes is to
provide appropriate environmental signals for the formation of
endothelial tight junctions (Prat et al., 2001). Interestingly, a role
for endothelial cells in inducing astrocyte differentiation has been
demonstrated recently (Mi et al., 2001).

Several lines of work have previously implicated astrocytes in
activity-dependent increases in local blood flow (Harder et al.,
2002). Increases in extracellular potassium concentration are
known to dilate cerebral arterioles, and the high potassium con-
ductance of the astrocytic end-foot processes (Newman, 1986)
has led to the hypothesis that astrocytic shunting of potassium in
response to neuronal activity plays a role in local blood flow
regulation (Paulson and Newman, 1987). An alternative possibil-
ity is that astrocytic calcium signaling evoked by intense neuronal
firing mediates activity-induced increases in local blood flow.

Astrocytic calcium signaling is linked to
release of prostaglandins, which are potent
vasodilating agents (Kaley et al., 1985; Bal-
lard and Achike, 1998; Bezzi et al., 1998). A
recent study has supported the idea that
glutamate released during synaptic trans-
mission stimulates astrocytic calcium sig-
naling resulting in a cyclooxygenase
product-mediated vasodilation (Zonta et
al., 2003). On the basis of our observation
that the vascular foot processes of astro-
cytes expressed purinergic receptor and
mobilized calcium in response to agonist
exposure, it is critical for future studies to
establish the role of purinergic signaling in
local blood flow regulation (Anderson and
Nedergaard, 2003).

We did not examine calcium responses
of endothelial cells and pericytes in detail,
but in general these cells responded weakly
to purinergic receptor stimulation. Fur-
thermore, P2Y(1), P2Y(2), and P2Y(4) re-
ceptors were not detected in either endo-
thelial cells or pericytes (Figs. 5, 6).
Astrocytes can transmit calcium signals to
endothelial cells in cocultures by a signal-
ing mechanism sensitive to purinergic re-
ceptor antagonists (Paemeleire and Ley-
baert, 2000). Also, cultured endothelial
cells express P2Y receptors and mobilize
cytosolic calcium in response to purinergic
agonist (Kunapuli and Daniel, 1998; Srini-
vas et al., 1998). Thus, the difference in
P2Y receptor expression can explain the
seemingly opposite results obtained in vivo
versus in vitro. It is important, however, to
note that paracrine calcium signaling
within the blood– brain barrier may be re-
stricted by the basal lamina, which physi-
cally separates the endothelial cells from
astrocytes. ATP is a short-range transmit-
ter, rapidly degraded by extracellular ecto-

nucleases (Burnstock, 2002), and it is unlikely that ATP can
transmit calcium signals across the intact blood– brain barrier.
During pathological conditions, alteration in the thickness or
composition of the basal lamina may give rise to abnormal sig-
naling pathways (del Zoppo and Hallenbeck, 2000). Pericytes
migrate away from the vasculature within a few hours after brain
injury, suggesting that new signaling loops can be established
rapidly (Dore-Duffy et al., 2000). Also, the expression of puriner-
gic receptors is dynamically regulated, and transient increases in
expression of the P2Y(2) purinoceptor mRNA have been noted
after exposure of cultured astrocytes to the cytokine IL-1� (John
et al., 1999).

Astrocytes have long been recognized as the chief regulator of
water homeostasis in brain (del Zoppo and Hallenbeck, 2000).
We observed here that AQP-4 expression was highly polarized,
and most immunoreactivity was present in astrocytic end feet
facing the vessel wall. Freeze-fracture analysis has estimated that
square arrays, composed of AQP-4, span as much as 50% of the
surface area astrocytic end feet (Nielsen et al., 1997; Rash and
Yasumura, 1999). Because brain endothelial cells do not express
aquaporin channels, as observed by either immunostaining or

Figure 8. Purinergic receptor agonists mobilize cytosolic Ca 2� in astrocytic end-foot processes. A, Preparation of freshly
prepared cortical brain slices (P15) used for multiphoton imaging. Last frame visualizes GFAP immunoreactivity (green) and
nuclear staining (Sytox, blue) of the same slide used for Ca 2� imaging in B. Red arrowheads depict two GFAP-positive astrocytes
with vascular processes that responded to ATP exposure. B, Increases in cytosolic Ca 2� evoked by local application of ATP (100
�M) around the same vessel. The vessels were visualized by intracardial injection of Texas Red Dextran immediately before slide
preparation. Fluo-4/AM is in green; Texas Red Dextran is in red. Red arrowheads depict the GFAP-positive astrocytes in A, last
frame. C, Focal field stimulation (2 sec pulse, 100 Hz, 100 �A) evokes a Ca 2� wave that propagates along the vessel wall (red
arrowhead indicates stimulation electrode; dotted line indicates medium-sized vessel). Astrocytes engaged in the Ca 2� wave are
indicated by yellow arrowheads and numbered according the sequence that they engage in Ca 2� signaling. D, Relative increases
in Fluo-4/AM signal (	F/F ) of the astrocytes numbered in C. Scale bar: A, B, 20 �m; C, 40 �m.
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freeze-fracture analysis, their water permeability is likely low
(Verkman, 2002). The high expression of AQP-4 at the gliovas-
cular interface is therefore unexplained, but it is interesting to
note that cell volume regulation in several cell types has been
linked to purinergic signaling (Wang et al., 1996; Feranchak et al.,
2000). The marked paravascular expression of both AQP-4 and
purinergic receptors therefore may suggest that brain water ho-
meostasis is controlled by astrocytes at the level of the blood–
brain barrier.

Astrocytes are in situ highly polarized with a morphology that
profoundly differs from their cultured counter-partners. We
have here reexamined the structural organization of astrocytes in
cortex and found that the key elements required for astrocytic
calcium signaling, including purinergic receptors and gap junc-
tions, were expressed intensively in the astrocytic end feet facing
the vessel wall. Astrocytes are electrically nonexcitable cells that
rely on purinergic receptors and gap junctions for long-distance
communication. The extraordinary high expression of basic sig-
naling elements in perivascular astrocytes suggests that astrocytic
end feet are specialized to engage in active signaling processes.
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